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STATE OF WISCONSIN
BEFORE THE MEDICAL EXAMINING BOARD

IN THE MATTER OF DISCIPLINARY
PROCEEDINGS AGAINST

JESSE J. VAN BOMMEL, M.D.,
RESPONDENT.

ORDER DENYING
REQUEST FOR FULL LICENSURE

ORDER0002362

TO:       JESSE VAN BOMMEL
N51W169110LD HICKORY RD
MENOMONEE FALLS WI 53051

On March 20,  2013,  the  Wisconsin  Medical  Examining Board  ("Board")  issued a Final
Decision and Order ("Order") suspending Respondent's license to practice medicine and surgery
for  an  indefinite  period.  Respondent  has  been  granted  a  stay  of suspension  and  his  license  is
currently limited with certain terms and conditions.

On July 17, 2019, the Board considered Respondent' s request for the removal of limitations
on his license.  Based upon the information of record, the Board finds and makes the following:

ORDER

1.           Respondent's  request  for  the  removal  of  limitations  on  his  license  to  practice
medicine and surgery (#41512-20) is hereby DENIED for failure to demonstrate continuous and
successful compliance under the terms of the Order.

2.           This order is effective the date of its signing.

WISCONSIN MEDICAL EXAMINING BOARD
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